
South Hunterdon Regional School District

New Middle/High School Grading/GPA Scale Information

Beginning in the Fall of 2022, students entering 7th, 8th, and 9th grade will be graded

on a percentage and GPA scale that aligns with one seen on the College Board website.

This new scale is reflected in the table below:

Letter Percentage GPA GPA

Honors Weight

GPA

AP Weight

A+ 97 – 100 4.0 4.5 5

A 93 – 96 4.0 4.5 5

A- 90 – 92 3.7 4.2 4.7

B+ 87 – 89 3.3 3.8 4.3

B 83 – 86 3.0 3.5 4.0

B- 80 – 82 2.7 3.2 3.7

C+ 77 – 79 2.3 2.8 3.3

C 73 – 76 2.0 2.5 3.0

C- 70 – 72 1.7 2.2 2.7

D+ 67 – 69 1.3 1.8 2.3

D 65 – 66 1.0 1.5 2.0

F Below 65 0.0 0.0 0.0

How was this decision made?

A Grading Committee that consisted of administrators, counselors and teachers

convened in the Fall of 2021 to begin conducting action research on our current grading

practices.  Districts in both New Jersey and Pennsylvania were examined. After

completing the research, the committee recommended the College Board grading scale.

This decision was based on the number of other school districts using the College Board

grading scale as well as the benefits it would have for our students in the college

planning process.

Why this grading scale?

According to College Board’s website, “this is the standard scale at most colleges, and

many high schools use it.”  It is not uncommon for colleges to use school profile

information provided by districts to recalculate GPAs to a 4.0 grading scale (not

necessarily the one provided by College Board).  “Weights” for Honors and AP classes

are provided to reflect the added rigor of those courses.  In addition, pluses and minuses

allow teachers to further reflect student achievement.  While GPA is only one

determining factor in college admittance, using this recognized system allows students

previewing colleges to get a good idea of fit during the planning process.

https://pages.collegeboard.org/how-to-convert-gpa-4.0-scale


What about the incoming 10th-12th grade students and the current grading

system?

Our current grading system, which can be accessed in the Program of Studies will

remain with the incoming 10th-12th graders, and move with them until our current 10th

grade students graduate.  Therefore, no student GPAs will need to be recalculated, nor

will we have to provide colleges two different grading scales for the same student.

What are the major changes from our old grading system to the new one?

The two major changes are as follows:

1. An “A+” on the new scale generates a 4.0 in GPA points, as opposed to

4.33 on the current.  As stated previously, a 4.0 is more closely aligned to

the standard by which many colleges reconfigure GPAs.

2. A failing grade on the new scale is set at percentages below 65%, as

opposed to below 60% on the current scale.  Besides being consistent with

the College Board scale, historically, students performing below this

threshold have difficulties succeeding in subsequent courses.

Why is there a difference in the “weighting” of Honors and Advanced

Placement courses?

After reviewing the “weighting” methodology used by other high-performing high

schools, it was determined that a weighting of 0.5 for Honors courses and a weighting of

1.0 for Advanced Placement courses is common practice. It accurately reflects the

academic rigor and difficulty of these courses.

Why aren’t grades from past years being changed to the new scale? Grades

earned in past years were awarded within the context of a specific grading scale and

system. Changing grades to align with a new system, which was not in effect when the

original grade was earned, is not an ethical choice and will not be done. This would be

considered grade tampering by colleges and universities, and could result in a student’s

transcript being eliminated from consideration for admission.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A-muNcENxjWf3Jl34pZXXiD-VYbGZhMM343pRdHsb-c/edit?usp=sharing

